


SOMERSET HILLS HARMONY

Solution Overview

The four components of the solution are:

1) Microphones

2) Mixer

3) FM Transmitter

4) FM Radio / receiver

FM transmitter is the novel part of this solution 
which provides zero latency necessary 

for singing together!
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Safety First!



SOMERSET HILLS HARMONY

Attendee Safety & Comfort Precautions

THIS IS NOT ADVICE ON WHAT YOUR GROUP SHOULD ADOPT – IT IS A DECISION ONLY YOUR 
GROUP CAN MAKE BASED ON CURRENT MEDICAL AND SCIENTIFIC GUIDANCE

August 7, 2020 International Coalition of Performing Arts Aerosol Study –
Round 2

https://files.barbershop.org/PDFs/COVID/aerosol-study-prelim-results-round-2-final.pdf and 

https://www.nfhs.org/articles/unprecedented-international-coalition-led-by-performing-arts-

organizations-to-commission-covid-19-study/

SETTING UP AND RUNNING REHEARSAL
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SOMERSET HILLS HARMONY

Attendee Safety & Comfort Precautions

THIS IS NOT ADVICE ON WHAT YOUR GROUP SHOULD ADOPT – IT IS A DECISION ONLY YOUR 
GROUP CAN MAKE BASED ON CURRENT MEDICAL AND SCIENTIFIC GUIDANCE

SETTING UP AND RUNNING REHEARSAL

Distancing Protocols WE are adopting based on current medical and scientific guidance

12’ arc around anyone singing without a mask (left, right, forward) – doubling the recommended 
spacing of 6’.

Singing for 30 minutes, 5 minute break to allow aerosols to disperse, then repeat.  With double the 
spacing, we are comfortable singing a bit longer.

Sanitizing any items shared with rubbing alcohol or other CDC approved method.

Pre-screening: Temperature checks, have hand sanitizer and mask, meet attendance guidelines
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Set your focus
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TECH that is fit for your purpose

1)  Include all singers in the organization who want to sing, planning to have enough equipment so 
they can:

• sing into a mic

• be mixed into the chorus, and

• listen back to the ensemble

2) Have the ablility to share the music with an audience:

• through speakers

• recorded and mastered/produced into as media (ensure proper licensing), and/or

• limited FM broadcast

3) Implement the solution while achieving the balance between sourcing affordable equipment that 
is quality equipment

IMPORTANT: “Your mileage may vary”!   There is no single right answer here.    We will discuss 
topics and scenarios we’ve experienced.  Please share your inputs to support the effort!



1) How many singers need to participate?

2) What are the sound requirements?

• Singers can be heard and hear each other; that’s good enough.

• We are recording this.

• We are taking the show on the road and will have an audience.

3) Who will operate the equipment?

4) How long are you going to need this solution

• Enable future shows and other projects?
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Think about these questions
as we cover technical details:
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FM Transmit 
& Receive
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FM Transmitter
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FM Receiver

More suitable: adjustable,
better range/sound

Basewish ~$100 @Amazon

Minimal: Scosche
$10 @ Walmart
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Transmitter considerations

1) Be sure the transmitter is FCC Part 15 compliant

○ this means that the device will accept interference

○ This means that if the device causes interferes with other stations it should be turned off

2) Use as little power as possible.

○ Just enough to get the job done

○ start on low

3) Be sure to select an FM station that is “open” - i.e. not in use at the location you are rehearsing or 

performing.

○ Listen on a few radios or use an RF analyzer

○ Do this before your transmitter is plugged in.  Don’t want to be fooled by your own signal 

(because it will sound like it is in use).
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Receiver considerations

1) Use an FM radio that is convenient and handy

2) Can be a portable radio, headset radio, pocket radio

○ portable radio will make noise and may spill into the microphone

○ headset radio works well - be sure to get one that is comfortable

○ pocket radio with earbuds - may be an ideal situation for you.  You may 

already own a great set of earbuds.

3) Car radio can also work

○ car radio may spill into microphone

○ car radio may introduce a delay (already had one that was like 30 seconds 

delayed)

○ use of car radio may drain battery (Tip: have jumper cables on site just in case)
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Receiver considerations

4) May be able to use mobile phone / smart phone

○ Most smart phones already have an FM Receiver radio chip 

■ usually disabled by the manufacturer

■ can be disabled by your carrier

○ You may be able to find an app to unlock the FM receiver

If you can install an app that unlocks the FM receiver, be sure to test it to determine if 

there is latency or not.  If you have latency you will likely need to embrace another 

option.
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Mixers



SOMERSET HILLS HARMONY

Analog mixer

Option

Mackie ProFX 12

$240 to $340

(refurbished, open stock, new)

How big a mixer do you 

need?
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General Mixer capabilities

1) Regardless if your microphones are wired or wireless, the singers need to be mixed and 
blended so they sound like a choir.

2) Ideally would want each singer in their own channel

3) All mixers have specific blocks of functionality:

○ Input gain

○ Equalizer

○ Group Assignment buttons

○ Fader or knob

○ Main output fader

○ Auxiliary (additional) output fader or knob

○ Phantom power (almost always)

4) Analog processing or digital processing - this is where the capabilities differ dramatically
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16 Channel Analog Mixer

Mackie 1604 VLZ

$999 new; $100 to $300 used)
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Analog Mixer - INPUTS
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Analog Mixer - OUTPUTS
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Digital Mixer

Behringer x32

New: $2,500

Refurb.: $1,400

Seek rental or 

borrow?
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Why is it called digital??    

Audio signals are converted from their real-world analog 
level into digital data that a computer understands

Once the signal becomes digital then the system processes 
that digital data and routes it in the mixer until its output.

The digital signal is converted back to analog at the outputs*

* Some outputs are inherently digital so the data is not converted
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Digital Mixer
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Digital Mixer
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Features of a digital mixer

Digital mixers allow you to do more stuff, and the processing is typically cleaner and 
more comprehensive.

Not necessarily harder to operate, you just have to think differently.

- Think in layers

- Think in screens, pages, and controls

- Think in flexible routing – assigning inputs, routing signals, assigning outputs.   
Everything can cross connect with nearly anything else.

Example:  Fader for channel one can be configured to control input 17!
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Other digital mixers (headless)

Behringer x AIR XR16:
16 in (only 8 mic pre), 4 out

Approx. $500

Also X-AIR XR12: 12 in (4 mic), 2 out: $400

Also X-AIR XR18: 16 in, 6 out: $600 ish

Soundcraft Ui16: 12 in, 4 out
Approx. $350 – 400

Also Ui-12: 8 in, 2 out

Also Ui-24: 16 in, 8 out
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Other digital mixers (headless)

Headless mixers do not have faders nor controls.

Meant to be a stage box.

In our scenario this could be placed near the cars – in the center or in a central 
spot.

Must use a laptop or iPad to mix

This can give you great mobility – to make adjustments as you walk around

Use wireless headphones with low-latency so you can hear adjustments

Some digital mixers can be controlled even from a smart phone.
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Interconnecting Mixers

Question: If you have a small mixer but need more inputs, what do you 
do?

Answer: get another small mixer and connect the two together!

Tip:  Be sure you use the right cables!   Try to use balanced cables for the best possible level.

Tip: designate one mixer as the PRIMARY and the other board(s) as secondary “input channels”
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Two analog mixers

PRIMARY-MASTERAdditional Inputs
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Connecting Mixers

Set up PRIMARY mixer to have groups of voice parts

Set up secondary mixer to have the same groups of voice parts

Use cables to connect the group out signal (jack in the back) from the additional input mixer into the 

Aux Inputs or other channels in the PRIMARY (P) mixer. 

Tip:  If you do not have aux returns or cannot get them to work, you can use channels in the PRIMARY 

mixer as inputs from the other mixer.    

For example:

- group 1 output from additional inputs mixer into PRIMARY mixer input 13

- group 2 output from additional inputs mixer into PRIMARY mixer input 14 

- group 3 output from additional inputs mixer into PRIMARY mixer input 15

- group 4 output from additional inputs mixer into PRIMARY mixer input 16

This sacrifices four inputs on PRIMARY, but hopefully between the two mixers you have enough 

channels.
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Two Digital Mixers

Additional Inputs PRIMARY-MASTER

Single EtherCON network cable
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Connecting Mixers

● It is conceivable that there will be more than 32 singers for some groups.

● Connect two digital mixers digitally (EtherCON)!

○ This is a complex scenario

● The diagram above could potentially accommodate 32+32+6 (aux) singers.

○ That’s up to 70 singers!

● If using four channel wireless, you can get even more: 32+32+(6*4)

○ That’s up to 88 singers!
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BIG Digital Mixer “Da Beast”

128 channels!

Allen & Heath 

dLive

s5000 + DM0

New: 

$15,000 to $20,000
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Microphones
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MIXER

SNAKE

D
IR

E
C

TO
R

WIRED example
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DIRECTOR

WIRELESS example

MIXER + RECEIVERS

located close
to singers
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Dynamic - some wired options
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Condenser - wired
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When selecting Microphones

Many options on the market.  Always search for NEW or USED equipment, and refurbished gear.

Always listen to what you buy.  If possible, record the mic through the mixer you intend to use. 

You can listen back to the recording to hear what the mic sounds like.

Listen for:

○ Handling noise.  Some people prefer to hold the mic and some mics are not great

○ Sound quality. Does the singer sound like they are in a box?  Can you hear clear 

articulation of words and word sounds?  How resonant are they singing?  Is the mic 

picking up the harmonics and resonances??

If you intend to buy mics for the whole chorus, try one first to be sure it works for your purpose.
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Selecting Microphones (cont.)

Condenser mics are generally more sensitive and will allow an artist greater ability to 

articulate words and convey the feeling of the lyrics

However, condenser will pick up more of the acoustic space than a dynamic microphone.  

This can be a good thing or not, depending on the acoustics of a car (or room).

Condenser mics will require phantom power (+48v dc)

Search YouTube for “Sound Guy hang out” (my youtube) - “Mic Comparison”
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Mic Specs - Why Cardioid?
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Mic Specs - Studio

AKG 214
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Wireless Mics for Choirs

GTDaudio 787H

500 MHz programmable
$288

VocoPro UHF-8800

900 MHz fixed freq
$549

Phenyx Pro 7000A

500 MHz programmable
$275
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Wireless Microphones

Make sure you get mics that are in compatible frequency ranges

- manufactures have “sets” of frequencies to make it easier to mix multiple systems.

- Some wireless mics are set to a specific frequency and cannot be (easily) adjusted

- Some wireless mics are able to be tuned to a frequency (freq agile)

If microphones are too close together and are on ‘related’ frequencies, one will affect the other.  

This is called intermodulation.

If two or more mics are on the same frequency, the strongest signal ‘wins’

- This is due to the FM discriminator circuit and “capture effect”

- in some situations, the receivers will randomly switch between mics, which can be very 

frustrating

If looking at used gear, make sure it is still legal to use them.  600 MHz range--beware!
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FM Radio
87 to 108 MHz

UHF 
Wireless mics

900 MHz range

UHF 
Wireless mics

500 MHz range

Radio Frequency Spectrum

VHF 
Wireless mics

200 MHz range

... ...
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FM Radio
87.0 thru 107.9 900 MHz

560 MHz

Frequency Spectrum
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Radio frequency spectrum

UHF 

27

UHF 

29

UHF 

32

UHF 

33

UHF 

34

UHF 

35
TV stations

Spectrum 
analyzer

RF Explorer 
WSUB1G+
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Turned on 4 mics

UHF 

27

UHF 

29

UHF 

32

UHF 

33

UHF 

34

UHF 

35

1 2 3 4
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Turned on 20 mics

UHF 

27

UHF 

29

UHF 

32

UHF 

33

UHF 

34

UHF 

35
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Frequency finding tools

"Shure frequency finder" - Google it!

Shure Wireless Workbench
- free download
- can recommend mic 

frequencies

...or...
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WIRELESS BENEFITS WIRED BENEFITS

Weather-proof set up Cost

No cords – quicker set up/break down Don’t have to deal with frequencies

Comfortable singer handling Range only limited by wires

Portability/mobility of system No switches

Performer freedom of movement No batteries

Post-pandemic use Durability

Don’t need “racks” for receivers
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Microphones

It is completely OK to mix and match microphones

You can use dynamic, condenser, and wireless in the same system

Use whatever you need and have on hand to get the job done!! :)
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Example systems
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The Denneys' Driveway Choir audio system

Analog mixer with 6 
channels in use
$300

6 quad wireless 
mic receivers
(24 mics)
$1600

FM Transmitter
$100
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The Denneys' Driveway Choir audio system

SOMERSET HILLS HARMONY

We have prioritized

○ Small, portable, simple

○ Enable other groups to copy

○ Setup and sing ASAP

○ Operate from inside car

○ Ready for bad weather

○ Start system then go sing/play 

piano

Not concerned about

○ Best quality mics

○ Control volume perfectly

○ Record every singer
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Closeup of wireless mic receivers
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Recent additions (optional)

Enginstar 300W 
battery pack
$250

Antenna module
1 FM transmit
2 Receive
(sits on car roof)
$360
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Driveway Choir event in driveway
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Driveway Choir event in parking lot

Antenna module
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Driveway Choir documentation
http://thedenneys.org then click "Driveway Choir"

Audio systems to enable 
physically distant singing. 
43 page resource guide

YouTube videos Mic configurations 
and costs
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Somerset Hills & Hunterdon Harmonizers

Approx. $3,200
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Overall goals and concerns

SOMERSET HILLS HARMONY

Key Elements

○ Wired mics - lower cost for us

○ Cost sharing - singers bring own 

mic or buys one

○ Easier to sanitize when singer 

keeps their own mic & cord

○ easy to find used equipment

Desire to avoid

○ wireless coordination 

and batteries
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Somerset Hills System - v2.0 digital

Switched to digital mixer after a 

few weeks

○ More channels (32)

○ Able to easily reset for 

second group same day

○ More capability to adjust for 

different mics (dyn & cond.)

○ Enable multi-track recording
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Rob’s and Christian’s system 

Two mixers connected in an INPUT MIRROR.

- PRIMARY mixer for all singer inputs and 

broadcast mix.

- PRIMARY mixer is recording 32 tracks of 

audio on a laptop into CakeWalk by 

BandLab

- Second mixer tethered by single 
EtherCON cable
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Rob’s and Christian’s system 

- Second mixer has all 32 inputs from the 

PRIMARY mixer and is configured with 

the same show file.

- Provides a training opportunity for a 

second mixoloxist

- Second mixer also recording 32 tracks 

as a backup

- Will be used as additional inputs - can 

handle 64 singers
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“The doghouse”
(Yep, that’s actually what it is called)

The “fantail” of both snakes 

(left side & right side of parking lot)

- Can be a lot of 

connections, but if 

you follow a 

procedure to 

connect, it goes 

pretty fast.

- Use walkie talkies to 

enable crew 
communication
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● I like to use wired mics because:

○ usually better performance at lower cost

○ many more available options

○ easier to buy used - be careful when looking at used wireless - you 

might not be able to use them

● Digital mixer yields much greater capability

○ Programmable

○ Signal processing

○ Multi-use

SOMERSET HILLS HARMONY

Features of this solution
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Other groups too

CARbershop in Asheville, NC

Beverly Greene

“We were so lucky to have Randy 
and all his sound equip”
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Tips, Tricks, and Traps
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Typical Signal flow
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Unity gain or "zero" gain
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Negative gain - reduce the 
signal
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Gain too high - clipping
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Way too high!
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Typical Signal flow
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Thoughts to ponder

- During rehearsal, when under pressure, try to slow down and think logically 

and methodically about what you need to do, and deliberately take actions 

having known consequences.

- Be patient and flexible.

- Do as much planning as possible to try to remove or eliminate stress - so you 

can get to the singing easier - better

- If you are the tech person - learn how to share what you know with others…. 

train up others so they are equipped to help
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The size of the task

Running sound for an event like this becomes more challenging with increasing numbers 

of singers.

- More singers means more channels or items to mix

- More sources to listen to and decide where they “fit” in the mix

- This is way more complicated than running sound for a show where you have a few 

mics on the choir, and maybe a few spoken parts and an emcee.

- Start by setting good levels and get an OK mix.   Then come back to each channel 

and work on it to see if you can get is a little better.  Iterate this process.

If mixing voice parts, set up groups beforehand, if possible.  Use a group for Basses, 
another for Tenors, another for Leads, another for Sopranos, etc.
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Distorted Sound?

PROBLEM: People in the chorus reported that the sound was distorted.

- We looked at input gain and Main output.  those looked OK

- We turned down our feed to the FM Transmitter, but that did not help.

- Then we visited a few cars and found that someone was using a portable 

radio and had the volume all the way up, and THAT is where the distortion 

was coming from. 

- This means that our output was NOT too high - everyone was hearing the 

distorted portable radio getting back into the mic.

SOLUTION: singer used headset or turn the portable down.
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PROBLEM:  Chorus leaped at a cheap used mixer on Facebook Marketplace.

- We started with a used mixer that had not been thoroughly checked out.  

- The mixer had a bad channel, noisy faders and knobs, and buttons that were 

“sticky” and would not stay set.

- Someone brought a beautiful mic that needed phantom power. 

- Because the mixer was used, and we did not have a voltmeter handy we were 

not able to test the 48v to ensure it was functioning

- SO.. we were unfortunately not able to use the mic, because we could not risk 

potentially damaging the other mics

Used mixer checked out?
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… other snippetts

Carry plenty of spare mic wires and batteries

Be sure you have all the cables you need

- Draw a diagram of your setup and use it as a ‘packing list’

- Show all interconnect cables, such as cable to feed from mixer to RF transmitter

When troubleshooting problems, always suspect a cable or a missed switch

Learn to solder

Buy bulk cable and learn how to make your own cables

Use red tape to mark bad equipment, like a cable, microphone, mixer channel

Always carry a repair kit - including a Volt-Ohm meter - and a frequency meter if 

possible
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… other snippetts (cont.)

Be a good steward of the space you use

Make friends with a sound person to help you out, and buy them a case of whatever 

they like
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Digital mixer tips

Once the signal is digital, it is best to keep it digital until the very last point in the 
chain – until it reaches its final output.

Check the clock rate and clock source.  48kHz is a fairly common standard.

If connecting two digital mixer together, make sure clock rate is the same.

- One mixer will be the clock source and the other mixer must be set to use the 

primary mixer clock.

Program shows and scenes before the rehearsal or performance

Be sure you save settings files with appropriate names that makes sense to you.
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Bill Lyle   (267) 406-0150

bill.lyle@legendsoundsystems.com

www.legendsoundsystems.com

SOUND EQUIPMENT RESOURCES
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RESOURCES AND LINKS

Facebook Group: Hot Rods & Harmony: Drive-In Rehearsals

Facebook Group: Making music together during COVID

Somerset Hills Harmony: www.shhchorus.org

Hunterdon Harmonizers: www.njharmonizers.org

Legend Sound Systems: bill.lyle@legendsoundsystems.com

Our inspiration: Bryce Denney’s “Driveway Choir”
http://thedenneys.org/pub/music/driveway-choir/

Part 15 of FCC Rules regarding Low Power Radio:
https://www.fcc.gov/media/radio/low-power-radio-general-information

CDC Considerations for Events and Gatherings:

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/large-events/considerations-for-events-
gatherings.html

BHS Blog “Studies Provide Some Guidance for Singing Together”
https://www.barbershop.org/singing-aerosol-study

https://www.facebook.com/groups/224171149028497
https://www.facebook.com/groups/586692128695002
http://www.shhchorus.org/
http://www.njharmonizers.org/
mailto:bill.lyle@legendsoundsystems.com
http://thedenneys.org/pub/music/driveway-choir/
https://www.fcc.gov/media/radio/low-power-radio-general-information
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/large-events/considerations-for-events-gatherings.html
https://www.barbershop.org/singing-aerosol-study
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HOT RODS AND HARMONY
THE DRIVE-IN CHORUS REHEARSAL

CHRISTIAN HUNTER: NJBBSLEAD@GMAIL.COM

ROB FRANCE: ROB@SOUNDKAT.COM

BRYCE DENNEY: BRYCE@THEDENNEYS.ORG

CHARLES ROSS: CHARLES@ROSSNJ.COM

DON STAFFIN: DSMARATHON@HOTMAIL.COM

WWW.SHHCHORUS.ORG

https://www.facebook.com/SHCBHS
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BACKUP SLIDES
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Analog mixer

1) Regardless if you are 

wired or wireless, some 
signals need to be mixed.

2) The mixer you choose 

gives you specific ability 
or not

XLR & TRS
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Connecting Mixers – Hybrid model

It is entirely possible to connect analog and digital mixers together.

In the next diagram I show how to do this leveraging this mixers’ aux input jacks.

It probably makes the most sense to leverage the digital mixer as the PRIMARY and the analog mixer 
as additional inputs.

NOTE: On the analog mixer you will not have as much control over the singers’ voice nor routing.
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Analog & Digital Mixers

Additional Inputs PRIMARY-MASTER
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(in no particular order)

- When running sound

- Initially work quickly to set the channels’ input gain

- For a NEW source/input - start with gain all the way down then turn it up slowly until 

you get a good working level 

- Once the gain is set for a channel, mix using the fader and try to not adjust the gain 

again

- If you change the gain it will affect everything else in the channel - aux sends, how 

effective the EQ is, and fader level.

- EXCEPTION:  if the gain is set too high and he level is peaking into the red, turn it 

down.

- EXCEPTION: if the gain is too low, raise it CAREFULLY
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Gain setting

- When running sound

- Initially work quickly to set the channels’ input gain

- For a NEW source/input - start with gain all the way down then turn it up slowly 

until you get a good working level 

- Once the gain is set for a channel, mix using the fader and try to not adjust the gain 

again

- If you change the gain it will affect everything else in the channel - aux sends, 

how effective the EQ is, and fader level.

- EXCEPTION:  if the gain is set too high and the level is peaking into the red, turn it 

down.

- EXCEPTION: if the gain is too low, raise it CAREFULLY
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Example mic freq chart
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Consider this perspective and goals:

- Medium to large system; more singers

- More capability such as recording, show 
recall, settings and adjustments

- Maybe better sounding?

- A little more to set up and run, but worth 
the cost and quality improvement

- Strategic investment

Consider this perspective and goals:

- Small system; limited number singers

- Fast to set up

- Easy to transport

- Retain system? or sell pieces after 
done?

What’s your perspective?                              What’s your strategy?

Think about your specific goals…

… beyond the great joy of singing again.

The system you build should be built to serve your goals and objectives
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